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ICAS Press 
Transliteration System 

 
Arabic and Persian terms that do not have standard spellings in English are transliterated according 
to the following system: 

    

 l ل a, i, or u (initial form) ء

 m م ʾ (medial or final form) ء

 n ن a ا

 h ه b ب

 w (v may be used for Farsi) و p پ

 y ي t ت

 h (without iḍāfah) ة th ث

 t (with iḍāfah) ة j ج

   ch چ

 -al الـ ḥ ح

   kh خ

 a ــَـ d د

 i (e may be used for Farsi) ــِـ dh ذ

 u (o may be used for Farsi) ــُـ r ر

   z ز

آ/   ـَا zh ژ  ā ىٰ  / 

 ī ـِي s س

 ū ـُو sh ش

 ʾā (medial form) آ ṣ ص

   ḍ ض

 ay ـَيٰ  ṭ ط

 ayy ـَيٰ  ẓ ظ

 iyy (medial form) ـِيٰ  ʿ ع

 ī (final form) ـِيٰ  gh غ

 aw ـَوٰ  f ف

 aww ـَوٰ  q ق

 uww ـُوٰ  k ك

   g گ
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Assimilation of alif and lām 
The definite article ‘al-’(always followed by a hyphen) should not be assimilated when preceded by a 
preposition or particle that is written separately from the following noun, such as wa, min, ilā, ʿan, 
ʿalā, fī, and lā; e.g. wa al-bayt, min al-bayt, ilā al-bayt, ʿan al-bayt, ʿalā al-bayt, fī al-bayt, lā al-bayt. 
 

When al- is preceded by a preposition that is not written separately from the following noun, such as 
bi, ka, and li, it should be assimilated in the following way: bil-insān, lil-insān, kal-insān. 

Some commonly used naturalised foreign words 
The spelling of the following words should be noted. As these words are naturalised, they are not 
italicised: 
 

Allah Qur’an 

Ayatollah shariah 

hadith shaykh (capitalised when used as someone’s 
title) 

hajj Shi‘a, Shi‘i 

imam (capitalised when used as someone’s 
title) 

sunnah 

qibla Sunni 

Invocations 
Authors may or may not choose to add an abbreviation after the mention of the Prophet Muḥammad, 
an Imam, Lady Fāṭimah, or pre-Islamic prophets to represent the invocation ‘may Allah bless him and 
his progeny’ or ‘peace be upon him/her’. If they choose to add an abbreviation, the following 
convention should be adopted: 

 (S) after the name of the Prophet Muḥammad 
 (A) after the name of an Imam, Lady Fāṭimah, or pre-Islamic prophets 

Patronymics and kunyas 
The words ‘ibn’ and ‘bint’ should only be capitalised if they appear at the beginning of a name or 
sentence, i.e. ‘Ibn Sīnā’ is correct and so is ‘ʿAlī ibn Sīnā’, but ‘ʿAlī Ibn Sīnā’ is incorrect. Kunyahs (e.g. 
Abū, Abī, Abā, Umm) are to be capitalised and never assimilated, e.g. ‘Abulqāsim’ and ‘Ummul Banīn’ 
are incorrect. ‘Bin’ and ‘b.’ should not be used. 

Capitalisation 
Transliterated words should be capitalised according to English convention, that is, at the beginning 
of sentences, in titles, and for names. However, when transliterating a sentence or phrase, 
capitalisation is not required. 

Hyphens 
Where it is thought useful, hyphens may be used to indicate prefixes and suffixes, e.g. ‘pīsh-namāz’ 
and ‘kitāb-hā-yi dīnī’ (in Persian) and ‘li-takūnū’ and ‘bi-buyūtihim’ (in Arabic). 

Inflexion 
The inflexion of the end letter of a word is not usually indicated, e.g. ‘qawl wa fiʿl’ not ‘qawlun wa 
fiʿlun’. On occasions it is warranted, e.g. ‘samiʿtu al-adhān’ not ‘samiʿt al-adhān’ and ‘ḥayya ʿalā al-
ṣalāh’ not ‘ḥayy ʿalā al-ṣalāh’. 
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Names 
If someone spells their name in a particular way, that spelling is not transliterated; for example, 
‘Seyyed Hossein Nasr’. In all other cases, the spelling is transliterated; for example, ‘Ṣadr al-Dīn al-
Shīrāzī’. 


